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The context for capital markets trading activity is evolving as a result of ongoing  

regulatory efforts and new opportunities created by technology (see Figure 1). 

Specifically, trading activities in capital markets are changing to reflect variances 

in supply and demand for e-trading services and the accompanying competition 

between banks for buyside client market share. Post-financial crisis regulatory 

regimes are prompting greater market transparency and, as a result, a renewed 

focus for banks on risk-averse behaviour1. At the same time, technology initiatives 

from other industries are filtering into investment banking. In particular, this means 

that the number of sophisticated, off-the-shelf technology vendor offerings is 

increasing and that data science is improving the performance of bank activities. 

These drivers have consequences that are changing the overall context of capital 

markets trading.

The Evolving Context for Trading
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Application of data science to investment banking e-commerce 

1  Detailed description of regulations and their impact on investment banks in asset class-focused  or location-specific reports are available at: 

<http://research.greyspark.com/focus/regulations/>.

Figure 1: E-commerce Drivers of Innovation
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 Evolving Sellside E-commerce Offerings

Sellside e-commerce offerings are evolving as the context and technology for capital markets e-trading changes. E-commerce 

is a nexus point of buyside demand for communication channels, with the sellside’s supply of those communication channels 

reflecting its desire to offer them. In 2014, the sellside primarily uses e-commerce channels to protect their franchise; banks are 

thus present only on those channels that successfully attract buyside business (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Drivers of Sellside E-commerce 
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E-commerce in the Making

The delivery of a consistent, comprehensive cross-channel service is a complex task.  Banks rationalise their presence on 

e-channels and reduce excess capacity to focus efforts and spend on services that create the greatest value. That rationalisation 

is delivered as two types of change – the evolution of e-commerce governance and the improvement of the technology stack. In 

2014, sellside budget projections suggest that the evolution of e-commerce governance is of greater importance (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Changes to E-commerce Budgets in Banks

Note: Answers for ‘No change’ are not presented on the graph
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Data Science is Coming  
to Investment Banks

The latest development in sellside e-commerce offerings is the use of data. The banking industry is behind most of the retail 

sector in being able to derive quantifiable benefits from data. Additionally, moving toward e-communication is in line with 

regulatory intentions to bring transparency and reduce time needed for trade reporting. In the same way that improvements 

in UX were the dominant initiatives across the SDP offerings of the banks in 2013, in 2014 banks are catching up with retail 

industries in their utilisation of data science to generate competitive advantages. In 2014, 70% of banks are using some form  

of data science, mostly to tailor pricing (see Figure 4).
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The views in this report are based on GreySpark’s hands-on experience working with 

a variety of capital markets trading firms, advising them on e-commerce strategy and 

technology. The 2014 edition of the GreySpark’s e-commerce survey encompasses 

the views of over 100 global industry leaders from all sectors of the capital markets.
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Our annual report on Trends in E-commerce and Electronic Trading is a unique opportunity for the 

Capital Markets industry to get a fact-based insight on the current situation and emerging trends. 

Each year three components allow us to draw an accurate picture of the current e-commerce 

landscape and to advice on the best actions to move forward. Those are: firstly, 12 months of the 

experience working with market leaders and those aspiring to the role of the leaders, advising them on 

e-commerce and electronic trading technologies, business models and strategy; secondly, qualitative 

interviews with the industry experts and e-commerce leaders and thirdly, quantitative survey of 100+ 

participants from the buyside, sellside and vendors representing altogether Europe, Asia-Pacific, both 

Americas and Africa. 

This year the series cover:

 1. Trends in Equities Trading

 2. Trends in Fixed Income Trading

 3. Trends in FX Trading

 4. Trends in E-commerce

The following part includes summaries and infographics for all reports in the series

Series on Trends in E-commerce  
and Electronic Trading
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GreySpark Partners presents a report that examines the state of trading in 

equity markets. The report assesses the ‘new normal’ that is emerging in 

equity markets as trading volumes grow and revenue projections become 

more optimistic.

The market friction created by recent regulations in the US and EU, such as MiFID II, 

are causing market liquidity to decrease. Meanwhile, the quality of available liquidity 

is improving as the cost of trading in equity markets increases.

Equity markets are at a turning point as large sellside flow houses and prime brokers 

prosper again while boutique offerings grow their aggregate market share. The 

remaining players, primarily mid-size firms, must adapt to this altered landscaped. 

The fallout from the financial crisis saw the profits of these banks and investment 

houses squeezed as the cost-per-trade rose, and they struggled to maintain 

market share. Pre-crisis investments in large-scale, industrial trade processing 

platforms became costly to maintain. To survive and return to profitability, the firms 

in the squeezed middle must adopt one of four strategies: specialisation, reduced 

ambition, monetisation of the franchise and financing volume. Technology innovation 

in equity markets changed direction as the race-to-zero latency and the pursuit of 

high-frequency trading cooled. The focus now rests on the convergence of high-

touch and low-touch trading platforms as the competitive gap between the providers 

of low-touch and high-touch platforms narrows due to the continuous functionality 

enrichment of low-touch offerings.

Banks looking to reduce their trading platform costs will simplify and consolidate 

their platforms where possible. GreySpark believe that the coming 18-to-24

months will witness many banks eliminate the need for separate low-touch and high-

touch trading platforms as they invest in consolidated third-party vendor offerings. 

This belief is furthered by a trend towards independent software solutions as the 

technology stack has become commoditised, and only those functions that offer a 

competitive advantage will be maintained in-house.

PRICE: GBP 1,500 

(excl. VAT)* 

*We accept payment  

in multiple currencies.

For more visit:

http://grys.pk/eqt2014

Trends in Equities Trading 2014
The Emergence of a ‘New Normal’
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GreySpark Partners presents a report that examines e-commerce and 

electronic trading trends in the fixed income market, specifically for corporate 

bonds and interest rates swaps (IRS). The report assesses recent growth in 

the use of e-trading technology by sellside institutions to deal fixed income 

instruments as investment banks seek to redefine their ability to derive profit 

from the market.

The report highlights how e-trading technology can provide banks with new ways to 

maximise the efficiency of their fixed income dealing activities as part of a broader 

effort across the industry to move from a principal model of trading to an agency, 

broking-centric trading model. As such, the report explores the different ways in 

which banks are increasingly adopting new, innovative business models for fixed 

income dealing in 2014.

The research forecasts that four different sellside fixed income business models are 

emerging: 

• Niche Specialists – for whom the key driver of their fixed income  

dealing activity is profitability per trade. 

• Flow Houses – who depend on their ability to trade large amounts  

of fixed income volume in an effort to capture as much market share as possible. 

• Risk Takers – who rely on robust market risk controls to maximise returns  

from the available balance sheet. 

• Prime Brokers – who utilise strong execution capabilities  

to support their core, prime brokerage business.

The ability of Tier I and Tier II banks to realise new fixed income dealing models 

is a reflection of the change-thebank costs associated with implementing a 

transformation of the bank’s sales force and trading desks into a verticallyintegrated, 

cross-asset sales-trading organisation. The report finds that the emergence of new 

fixed income business models in conjunction with new e-trading technology will 

lead to the creation of a dynamically connected marketplace in which consolidated, 

aggregated liquidity allows the sellside to better communicate to the buyside where 

liquidity can be found from a specific seller.

PRICE: GBP 1,500 

(excl. VAT)* 

*We accept payment  

in multiple currencies.

For more visit:

http://grys.pk/sf9ng

Trends in Fixed Income Trading 2014
Transitioning from a Principal Model to an Agency Model
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GreySpark Partners presents a report exploring signs of the emerging all-to-all 

(A2A) market structure for flow FX trading in 2014. The report examines how, 

with increasing frequency, buyside firms are meeting other buyside firms on 

the other side of spot FX trades within market venues that were previously 

considered for use only by FX brokerdealers.

Since 2008, the frequency of indirect buyside-to-buyside spot FX trading within 

inter-dealer venues has increased, and investment banks must adapt their currencies 

business and dealing models to remain competitive in the space. For this report, 

GreySpark conducted a survey of the electronic FX dealing capabilities of 10 Tier I 

banks, and a sampling of their respective client bases were also surveyed on their

opinions of each bank’s currencies business and dealing models vis a vie each type 

of buyside firm’s profile in the marketplace.

The surveys found that Tier I banks allow their clients to access leading inter-dealer 

platforms using bank IDs to trade spot FX. This is delivered via FIX/API connections 

or, in the case of three banks, via a single-dealer platform. Prime brokerage 

technology platforms operated by the inter-dealer spot FX venues are an example of 

the innovative technology solutions facilitating growth in indirect buysideto-buyside 

trading volumes. This gradual shift in the nature of spot FX liquidity allows buyside 

market participants to demand that more types of e-commerce and e-trading agency 

trading services are sold to them by the sellside. 

The report also examines how e-commerce and e-trading trends are affecting the 

markets for FX options and NDFs. In both markets, GreySpark is not predicting 

the rise of A2A market structures, but streamlining of the wide range of FX options 

products made available by the sellside in 2014 was observed by GreySpark as 

promoting more trading of the instruments on multi-dealer platforms.

PRICE: GBP 1,500 

(excl. VAT)* 

*We accept payment  

in multiple currencies.

For more visit:

http://grys.pk/gpoyc

Trends in FX Trading 2014
Signs of the Emerging All-to-All Market Structure
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In 2014, the most successful sellside e-commerce offerings are cross-

channel, wherein buyside clients can choose a communication channel to use 

depending on the trading activity. The latest developments in e-commerce 

offerings are the growing use of data science, which is being used to provide 

competitive advantages in the sellside e-commerce space. Improvements 

in the user experience design of single-dealer platforms were the dominant 

initiatives across sellside e-commerce offerings in 2013. In 2014, sophisticated 

use by banks of data science technology is catching up with the general 

commercial retail usage of the technology to generate competitive advantages 

in the capital markets.

GreySpark Partners believes that a successful sellside capital markets e-commerce 

offering covers all electronic channels and the entirety of the trading lifecycle. 

Variation in the maturity of buyside firms to electronically interact with capital 

markets as well as differences in the electronification of trading from one asset class 

to the next makes trade execution through every e-channel relevant. In addition to 

trade execution, buyside firms now expect the sellside to electronically provide them 

with pre- and post-trade services. 

The delivery of a consistent, comprehensive cross-channel service is a complex task. 

Banks rationalise their presence on e-channels and reduce excess capacity to focus 

efforts and spend on services that create the greatest value. This report identifies 

opportunities for the sellside to prioritise improvements in their e-commerce offerings 

to service buyside demand. The report also provides banks with a framework they 

can use to prioritise investments in their franchises depending on respective client 

bases and technological capabilities.

Strategic data management is crucial to understanding the sellside client base 

and for the exploration of all the benefits an e-commerce offering can yield. Those 

benefits are of two kinds: a better, contextualised and personalised service for 

clients, and the exploration of cross-sell opportunities for banks.

Trends in E-commerce 2014
Renewing the Focus on Sellside Client-centric Thinking

PRICE: GBP 1,500 

(excl. VAT)* 

*We accept payment  

in multiple currencies.

For more visit:

http://grys.pk/e-comm
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GreySpark’s focus is solely on the capital markets industry. This means we can deliver best-of-breed business, 

management and technology services to investment banks, hedge funds, asset/wealth management companies, 

exchanges and other regulated markets, data vendors and fintech companies.

Clients

GreySpark has an in-depth knowledge of our clients’ businesses. The firm has the ability to operate across all 

asset classes, with particular expertise in:

•	 Electronic trading including algorithmic trading, client connectivity, e-Commerce, exchange connectivity, 

market data, order routing and more. 

•	 Risk and Position Management including credit, market and operational risk, P&L calculation, post-trade 

processing, portfolio management and valuation. 

•	 Data Management including compliance and reporting, decision support and analytics, and reference and 

historical data. 

Business Focus

GreySpark can work in a number of ways to suit your requirements.

Advisory – We engage with clients to identify industry trends, benchmark performance 

against peers and evaluate technology. We also audit processes and technology to help our 

clients achieve peak performance.

Projects – Business transformation, IT solutions or operational efficiency: we can deliver 

these at a fixed price and within an agreed timescale.

In-sourcing – Our best-of-breed consultants are available to augment your organisation, 

either as an extra pair of hands or as a specialist resource. GreySpark is its people, so we 

only employ the best talent. 

Managed Services – We deploy dedicated support teams into our clients’ organisations. 

We provide these services under an SLA commitment for high-reliability and reduced costs.

Accessing our 

Services

Turning Experience into Knowledge

Capital Markets Intelligence delivers research reports on timely industry topics, sharing an impartial view of the 

competitive landscape on the buyside and sellside.

GreySpark’s innovative approach differentiates the offering from that of traditional research firms. It is based on:

•	 Practical,	hands-on	experience gained through the delivery of business and technology solutions to 

financial institutions

•	 Close	relationships with a large number of decision-makers across all segments of the financial industry 

•	 Rigorous	quantitative	and	qualitative	analysis

Capital Markets Intelligence offers:

•	 Bespoke	research	as	a	stand-alone	piece	or	as	a	module	in	a	larger	GreySpark	project
•	 Industry	reports	sold	on	a	one-off	basis	or	as	an	annual	subscription
•	 Free	articles	and	access	to	our	research	portal	archives

Capital Markets 

Intelligence

Business
Consulting

Practices

Covering all areas that require 

a particular industry-aligned 

expertise, including front-office, 

operations, risk and regulatory.

Management 
Consulting

Focusing	on	areas	that	require	
a particular management 

expertise,	including	project	
and programme management, 

interim management and 

organisational. 

Technology 
Consulting

Specialising in challenges 

that require a particular 

technology expertise, including 

architecture, software 

development, infrastructure, 

support and IT strategy.
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